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Getting Started http://www.circos.ca/tutorials/lessons/

This tutorial is meant to be a quick introduction to the basics of Circos.  

Slides are formatted to display a Circos image and its associated code side-
by-side.  As you click through the slides, the image and code will change and 
you can watch for movement and differences to determine which lines in the 
code change certain parts of the image.  It might be helpful to click through 
the entire tutorial very quickly to get an overview of the Circos image, and 
then go back through in more detail.  

For more information on each slide, you can turn the “Comments” layer on in 
Adobe Acrobat.  

The link at the top of each slide will open Martin Krzywinski’s online Circos 
tutorials (from which this tutorial has been adapted) for very in-depth infor-
mation.

Krzywinski, M. et al. Circos: an Information Aesthetic for Comparative Genom-
ics. Genome Res (2009) 19:1639-1645

Instructions
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circos script

main con�guration �le

ideogram con�guration �le
ticks con�guration �le

karyotype de�nition

data �les

settings

File Structure http://www.circos.ca/tutorials/lessons/con�guration/distribution_and_installation/ 3



Configuration Files
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main configuration file http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/con�guration/con�guration_�les/

This is the basic file format of a Circos image.  The main config-
uration file contains a reference file for the karyotype informa-
tion, information about the chromosome scale, reference files 
for ideogram and tick mark display (these are separate files to 
keep the main .conf file manageable), and utility files which 
are always included.

Units
You can make circos images measured in megabases or cen-
timorgans (or any other scale), but regardless of the scale type, 
units must be whole numbers.  If your data is in Centimorgans 
and a data point occurs at 145.1, multiply this by 10 to get a 
whole number, 1451.  Whatever factor you multiply your data 
by must also be applied to the total chromosome length in the 
karyotype file.  

chromosome_units – in the main configuration file, this speci-
fies the value for the abbreviation ‘u’.  Since basepair values are 
typically many millions, u can be used to shorten the notation 
in configuration files.  
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ideograms http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/

Ideograms (the blue bands in the image) are a representation 
of each chromosome.  They can be turned on or off, but their 
position and formatting information is still required in every 
main configuration file.  Banding information can be displayed 
on the ideograms as well.  The position of the ideograms is 
very important as it is the reference for all labels, data tracks 
and links in the image.
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ideograms http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/ 7



ideograms http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/ 8



ideograms http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/ 9



ideograms http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/ 10



ticks http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/ticks_and_labels/ 11



ticks http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/ticks_and_labels/ 12



ticks http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/ticks_and_labels/ 13



ticks http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/ticks_and_labels/ 14



ticks http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/ticks_and_labels/ 15



karyotype file http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/karyotypes/

The karytopye file contains identification and size information 
for each of the chromosomes of the organism you are study-
ing.  It must be included in every main configuration file, as it 
is the reference for Circos when it draws data tracks and links.
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karyotype file http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/karyotypes/

chromosome name

chromosome number

chromosome start (basepairs)

chromosome end(basepairs)

ideogram color
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karyotype file http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/karyotypes/ 18



karyotype file http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/ideograms/karyotypes/ 19



2D Data Tracks
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main configuration file 21



scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/

The scatter plot is the most basic type of 2D data track.  Its 
points are plotted radially on the image according to values 
in a data file.  The points are displayed as glyphs, whose shape 
you can specifiy, and are plotted within a minimum and maxi-
mum range.

Your data files should be placed inside the “data” folder within 
the main Circos folder.  Within “data” there can be as many 
folders as you need to organize your files.  The path must be 
specified  as above:  file  = data/.../.../...
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scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/

Axes and backgrounds automatically take their position from 
the r0 and r1 values you entered for the track position.  You 
can override this by specifying position information for axes 
and/or backgrounds individually.
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scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/ 24



scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/

Min and max control the range of data that is plotted within 
the r0 and r1 limits of the track.  Here most of the data points 
occur around 0, and you can see this grouping move as the 
min max values are adjusted.  Data values above .02 are 
cropped out in this image, where in the previous image, values 
up to .05 were visible.
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scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/ 26



scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/ 27



scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/ 28



scatterplot http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/scatter_plots/ 29



histogram http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/histograms/

The width of histogram bins can be defined in one of three 
ways:
1. The start and end position in the data file define a width.
2. The start and end position in the data file are the same 
value, and the histogram bins are automatically plotted at one 
pixel width.
3. extend_bin: this extends each histogram bin halfway to the 
nearest bin on either side.  This option is automatically on.  
To turn it off, enter “extend_bin = no” in the plot block of the 
histogram.
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histogram http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/histograms/ 31



histogram http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/histograms/ 32



histogram http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/histograms/

Another example of a larger “max” value and its effect on data 
display.  There is now 3 times the space within the r0 and r1 
limits of the track to display the data.
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histogram http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/2d_tracks/histograms/

Thickness controls the outline of histogram bins.
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Data Format

CH01 11759320 11759320 0.06
CH01 11927861 11927861 0.94
CH01 15586886 15586886 0.06
CH01 16810275 16810275 0.8
CH01 18519338 18519338 0
CH01 18523311 18523311 0.8
CH01 19489954 19489954 0.94
CH01 26851884 26851884 0.87
CH01 26852331 26852331 0.87
CH01 26852478 26852478 0
CH01 27984729 27984729 0.06
CH01 32850662 32850662 0.87
CH01 33683757 33683757 0.87
CH01 33906385 33906385 0.87
CH01 35649562 35649562 0.87
CH01 37548404 37548404 0.87
CH01 38118538 38118538 1
CH01 38118752 38118752 0.07
CH01 38274943 38274943 1
CH01 38276275 38276275 0
CH01 38321555 38321555 0.94
CH01 39141802 39141802 0.87
CH01 40682991 40682991 0.87
CH01 40909901 40909901 0.87
CH01 41869529 41869529 0
CH01 41869916 41869916 0.88
CH01 42528683 42528683 0.87
CH01 46195561 46195561 0.88
CH01 46498051 46498051 0
CH01 46543829 46543829 0
CH01 46543936 46543936 1
CH01 46551964 46551964 0.93
CH01 47929046 47929046 0.87
CH01 48834883 48834883 0.8
CH01 49192308 49192308 0.87
CH01 49449705 49449705 0.87
CH01 49888798 49888798 0.87
CH01 50765599 50765599 0.88
CH01 51270739 51270739 0.87
CH01 52336702 52336702 0
CH01 52336736 52336736 0.87
CH01 52731583 52731583 0.87
CH01 54508769 54508769 0.6
CH01 55576360 55576360 0.36
CH01 56522504 56522504 0.87

CH01 57066163 57066163 0.94
CH01 57222923 57222923 0.94
CH01 57854572 57854572 0
CH01 58342063 58342063 0.93
CH01 58787733 58787733 0.06
CH01 59255792 59255792 0.06
CH01 59384176 59384176 0.87
CH01 60364930 60364930 0.4
CH01 60821980 60821980 0.87
CH01 60848526 60848526 0.06
CH01 61478405 61478405 0.87
CH01 61724919 61724919 0.06
CH01 61725342 61725342 0
CH01 61733174 61733174 0.43
CH01 62161144 62161144 0.33
CH01 62269009 62269009 1
CH01 62357642 62357642 0.64
CH01 62494428 62494428 0.94
CH01 62812605 62812605 0.43
CH01 64684744 64684744 0
CH01 66643933 66643933 0
CH01 67037778 67037778 0
CH01 67366372 67366372 0
CH01 67409900 67409900 0.53
CH01 67484116 67484116 0.94
CH01 67512282 67512282 0
CH01 67740131 67740131 0.57
CH01 67740717 67740717 0
CH01 67801048 67801048 0.25
CH01 67855513 67855513 1
CH01 68105119 68105119 0.47
CH01 68232912 68232912 1
CH01 68270005 68270005 0.88
CH01 68673362 68673362 0.2
CH01 68747882 68747882 1
CH01 68772808 68772808 0
CH01 68772978 68772978 0
CH01 68904199 68904199 0.29
CH01 68944253 68944253 0.87
CH01 69046367 69046367 0
CH01 69077812 69077812 0.94
CH01 69168820 69168820 0.38
CH01 69231690 69231690 0.79
CH01 69333877 69333877 0.88
CH01 69456866 69456866 0

CH01 69459986 69459986 0.8
CH01 69658001 69658001 0
CH01 69685040 69685040 0
CH01 69750028 69750028 0.88
CH01 69750774 69750774 0
CH01 70092344 70092344 1
CH01 70104358 70104358 0.64
CH01 70221328 70221328 0.64
CH01 70262679 70262679 0.25
CH01 70262715 70262715 0
CH01 70364448 70364448 0.94
CH01 70427671 70427671 0.93
CH01 70517306 70517306 0.93
CH01 70520733 70520733 0.94
CH01 70579788 70579788 0.63
CH01 70681256 70681256 0.54
CH01 70866325 70866325 0
CH01 70868364 70868364 0.93
CH01 70953609 70953609 0
CH01 70997065 70997065 0
CH01 71011308 71011308 0.87
CH01 71087799 71087799 0.94
CH01 71090567 71090567 0
CH01 71186551 71186551 0.06
CH01 71215963 71215963 0.27
CH01 11759320 11759320 0.06
CH01 11927861 11927861 0.94
CH01 15586886 15586886 0.06
CH01 16810275 16810275 0.8
CH01 18519338 18519338 0
CH01 18523311 18523311 0.8
CH01 19489954 19489954 0.94
CH01 26851884 26851884 0.87
CH01 26852331 26852331 0.87
CH01 26852478 26852478 0
CH01 27984729 27984729 0.06
CH01 32850662 32850662 0.87
CH01 33683757 33683757 0.87
CH01 33906385 33906385 0.87
CH01 35649562 35649562 0.87
CH01 37548404 37548404 0.87
CH01 38118538 38118538 1
CH01 38118752 38118752 0.07
CH01 38274943 38274943 1
CH01 38276275 38276275 0
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These �ve categories are used to enter data for all 
2D data tracks.  All categories except options are 
required.

Chromosome Name – tells Circos on which 
ideogram to attach the data point.  This name 
must be the same as the one speci�ed in the 
karyotype.txt �le.  It is a good practice to have 
some form of letter identi�er in front of the 
number to allow you to identify the data at a later 
time.

Start Position – basepair point on the chromo-
some at which the data point is located.

End Position – base pair point that allows Circos to 
display the data with a width.

If the end position is the same as the start position, 
bins will be displayed as single pixel lines.  For a 
larger width, a good starting point is to add 
1,000,000 basepairs to the end position.

Value – your data for that basepair point.  Circos 
only reads numbers in the Value column, so if you 
have data points with an NA value, or another kind 
of text entry, use Excel’s Replace function to delete 
these entries.  Here I have replaced “NA” with “0”. 

Option – based on the text identi�er you enter 
here, Circos will later format your data point in 
whatever way you specify in a rule.

The option column can have a number of di�erent 
formatting data, including color, size, glyph, and 
here, an identi�er.  You can enter any word/text 
you want for the option identi�er, but it must be 
preceeded by an “id=”  for Circos to read it.

Chromosome Name

Start P
ositio

n (B
asepairs)

End Positio
n (B

asepairs)

Value
Chromosome Name

Start P
ositio

n (B
asepairs)

End Positio
n (B

asepairs)

Value
Optio

n

Chromosome Name

Start P
ositio

n (B
asepairs)

End Positio
n (B

asepairs)

Value
Optio

n

Circos requires a separate data �le for every 
plotted track, thus the repetition of chromosome 
name and positional information.  In this tutorial 
there are 2 tracks, and thus two sets of data, each 
in their own �le, are required.

Data Categories

Plot 1 Plot 2

Plot 2

http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/con�guration/data_�les/

Once you have the data formatted in Excel, you 
can either: copy-paste plot data to a text editor 
like Notepad++ and save as a .txt �le; or, put each 
plot's data in a separate worksheet and use the 
included Excel macro to save each worksheet as a 
.txt �le.  Make sure that any text that isn’t data, 
such as column headings, has a # in front of its row 
(only one # is needed for the row).

Your data �les should be placed inside the “data” 
folder within the main Circos folder.  Within “data” 
there can be as many folders as you need to 
organize your �les. 

Circos only reads numbers in the Value column, so 
if you have data points with an NA value, or 
another kind of text entry, use Notepad++’s 
Replace function to delete these entries.  Here I 
have replaced “NA” with “0”. 

.txt Files

http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/con�guration/data_�les/data format 36



Rules
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rules http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/links_and_rules/ 38



rules http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/links_and_rules/

Rules allow you to format data points based on their value or 
an option characteristic.  These rules are applying a color to 
scatter glyphs with a specific option identifier.  They also apply 
a z-depth number to bring the colored glyphs above the grey 
ones.

var(x) denotes the value of variable (x) for the data point.  
Here the value is an option characteristic, ‘id’.

If flow=continue, the rule will apply to all data points.
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rules http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/links_and_rules/

Setting the z-depth for the grey glyphs to 100 moves them 
above all other colored glyphs.  The numbers you specify for 
z-depth have no upper limit and no scale, the larger numbers 
simply appear above the smaller ones.
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rules http://www.circos.ca/documentation/tutorials/quick_guide/links_and_rules/ 41
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